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Reading the site…

Driving out of the airport…	
  

AIBA, Presidential Blvd

	
  

Driving into the airport…

The art-work’s proposed location, on the side of the main roads leading in and out
of the airport, means that it will be seen through the windows of passing cars.
“Reading” the site, I felt that an art-work glanced at sideways is bound to lose its
impact.
So, it made sense to me to propose an art-work that is driven through.
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An artwork to be driven by in haste ends up as a feature to be
taken for granted, to be overlooked - however splendid its
design and art may be. But an artwork through which one drives,
or is driven, just like an iron bridge crossed, is an experience every
time.
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Sketches

The whole body of my work revolves around installations to be
experienced bodily by the viewer – to be walked through,
scaled, “invaded” by probing bodies and minds. After reading
the proposed site, these were the first sketches that came to me.
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Elements | Textures | Forms

Juxtaposition and binary opposition have always been my work’s
lifeblood. My materials reflect this penchant: water and earth, steel
and glass, positive and negative. For this work, I converged on sky and
soil.	
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AN IMAGINARY GLIMPSE

Two elliptical spirals forming one, unified installation connecting the “inward” with the “outward”. At the level of the
imaginary, the viewer’s eye will trace the imagined underground extensions of the arches that turn them into segments of
unified spirals (half-emerged into the land, the other half protruding into the sky).
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AN IMAGINARY GLIMPSE

When driven through, the spirals resonate with sounds (some real, some imagined) echoing Austin’s musical
tradition. The work’s overall rhythm exudes musicality befitting Austin’s greatest asset.

AIRTH GATES
DESCRIPTION

	
  

The work will consist of 10 geometrically identical helical tilted arches over the entry and exit drives to and
	
  
from the airport (5 on each side). The dimensions of each arch is 60’ in span length and 25’ in height. The
cross section of each arch is elliptical with radius L: 4’.26” and W: 1’.96”, and they all twist by a phase
difference of 180o as they expand from the one side of the road to the other.	
  

AIRTH GATES
DESCRIPTION

Five of the arches will be finished in mirror-polished, Stainless Steel and will be placed on the road
approaching the airport terminal. The other five arches will be made of Weathering Steel and will be
installed on the road leading from the terminal towards the highway. All ten arches will be tilting in the
direction of the traffic.
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DESCRIPTION

	
  

The arches leading to the airport terminal made of the reflective Stainless Steel will showcase the blue
	
   on good days but also reflect the “missing” water element when raining. Meanwhile, the arches
sky
leading out of the airport to be made of Weathering Steel will turn increasingly “earthy” as they are
rained upon. Thus, the elements of Sky and Earth, that are central to the work, will be hinting at, and
reflecting, the absent element of Water, thus capturing Texas’ environmental and cultural realities.
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CONCEPT
Incoming travellers will be welcomed by elliptical arches whose gradient and earthy texture ushers them into the
greater Austin area. As they drive, through forward tilted, curved ellipses made of a material that captures the texture
of the land, a sense of “grounding”, of “having arrived” will take over. Before they have reached the highway, the
experience of the work will have impacted their newfound connection to place, land and occasion.
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CONCEPT

Outgoing travellers, often in haste to make their flight, will also be escorted into the terminal through geometrically identical
ellipses, also tilted in the direction of “flight”. Their polished mirror, stainless steel surface will reflect the Texan sky, through
which they will be flying to distant places.

	
  

Every time they pass through it, the last mile before approaching the terminal building will be packed with the energy of
flight and the memory of Austin’s elegant dynamism. And for those who have arrived here before, a sense of anticipation
will be felt for the moment of their return, when they shall exit the airport through the earthy elliptical arches that await.
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VIDEO

Austin’s Airth Gates as it will be seen/experienced while driving to and from the Airport. To Play the Video scroll over the left bottom
side of the frame and press the Play button which will appear as you scroll. The video can also be seen on Vimeo here (Password:

AIRTHGATES)

LIT AT NIGHT NIGHT ARCHES REVEAL CONTOURS

AIRTH GATES
SYNOPSIS

“To travel hopefully…” air travellers are welcomed into and out of Austin through a
dynamic elliptical structure carved out of, and into, Texas’ primordial elements: its Sky and
its Earth.

	
  

AIRTH GATES
SYNOPSIS
I sought to utilize the same textures, principles and materials that I have always used in my work and to
combine them with local, Austin-based, expertise in the construction of a genuinely site-specific, and
yet universal, artwork to be experienced bodily in cars, taxis and coaches while entering and exiting
Austin’s airport. Austin’s AIRTH GATES offers an enduring, recurrent experience to all who
are induced through it, either into the airport terminal from where they will take off or into Austin’s
metropolitan area.

Austin’s AIRTH GATES extends my artistic practices specifically to this particular site to produce a work
that is Monumental in scale, Iconic of Austin’s elemental qualities, Minimalist in terms of both its
aesthetic and its maintenance needs, Timeless in the midst of an ever-changing city, Ancient in its
simplicity, and Contemporary in its design and engineering.

AIRTH GATES
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

	
  
Wireframe of arch with exaggerated
deflection due to self-weight and wind
loading. General movements are well
within acceptable building code limits.
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

	
  
Diagram highlighting areas of highest
stress incurred in the arch.
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

	
  

Multiple views of skeleton pipe with transparent cladding
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

View of skeleton pipe with
transparent cladding	
  

	
  

Detail of Airth Gate to Footing/Pier
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

	
  

Multiple views of skeleton pipe
with transparent cladding	
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

	
  

Renderings: Alternative bent
plate model
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE AND SCHEDULE
Total Project Schedule: 10 months
Design Phase: 5 months
Danae Stratou will lead the design and engineering team and the steel fabricators in refining arch designs,
developing documents needed for construction and engaging the General Contractor for construction of
the artwork.

Construction Phase: 5 months
•
•

•
•
•
•
	
  	
  

City of Austin site permit and construction permitting: The civil engineer will coordinate requirements for
any revisions to site permit documents with the City of Austin.
Construction in the Right-of-Way and Minimizing ABIA Traffic Impact: The design and construction
sequence of the arches is intended to minimize impact of the project to traffic on Presidential
Boulevard.
Arches are to be staged and assembled on a site to be used as a construction material staging yard on
the ABIA premises.
Only the attachment of the arches to their foundations will require closure of the road and this
attachment will be limited to 3-hour periods between 1 AM and 4 AM on 10 successive nights.
During these 3-hour installation periods, traffic can be diverted onto other ABIA access roads such as
Spirit of Texas Drive and Hotel Drive.
The civil engineering firm will work with the ABIA, the City of Austin and the traffic control contractor to
minimize impact to the airport and visitors.
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE AND SCHEDULE
Site Work
3 months
Arch Foundations: 20 feet deep concrete piers support cast-in-place concrete pier cap and pedestal. This
work will be performed concurrent with other site work and arch fabrication.
Lighting and Power: It is intended that each of the arches will be lighted from below with lights designed to
focus light exclusively on the arches. It is understood that ABIA has stringent up-lighting requirements with
which this project will conform. The lights will be protected and hidden with a low encasement.
Arch Fabrication
4 months
Structural Steel: The structural steel support pipe will be fabricated in three pieces and bent to the shape of
the arches. Steel fins for attaching the shell assembly to the structure will be welded to the pipes. The
structural steel assembly will then be hot-dip galvanized and transferred to the steel shell fabricator.
Stainless Steel and Weathering Steel Plate: 	
   The architectural metals fabrication and engineering firm A.
Zahner Company will fabricate and pre-finish the polished stainless steel and weathering steel arch shell
components. Zahner will weld steel fins to the structural steel pipes and then attach aluminum panels to the
fins which create the arch form. The stainless and weathering steel shell panels will be formed around and
attached to the substrate. The arches will be fabricated at Zahner’s Kansas City manufacturing facility and
shipped to Austin in three pieces. The arches will be assembled to their final form at the staging yard at ABIA.
Arch Installation
10 days
In 3-hour blocks on 10 successive nights each of the pre-assembled arches will be hoisted by a wheeled
crane to their appropriate location and bolted to their foundations.
On each of these nights the road at the location of the arch to be installed will be closed between 1 AM and
4 AM. A traffic control contractor will have located electronic signage to divert traffic during that 3-hour
period to appropriate alternate roads maintaining normal airport traffic flow.
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REPAIR AND ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
Landscape Repair & Replacement: 1 week
While no significant landscape damage is anticipated, all ground material and grass displaced during
construction will be repaired and replanted.
Cleaning Polished Stainless Steel Arches: 1 day per year
Only the five stainless steel arches require cleaning to maintain their reflective surface. This cleaning will be
performed with a sky lift. From the bucket of the sky lift the arches will be washed with typical laundry
detergent and rinsed.
Lighting Lamp Replacement: On avg. every 3 years
The lamps (bulbs) have an average life of 12,000 hours. Under normal nighttime only operation these lamps
will require replacement every three years. The fixtures are at ground level with a replacement time of
approximately 10 minutes.
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THE TEAM | CONSULTANTS | COLLABORATORS | LINKS
The proposal was completed in collaboration with:
Artist: DANAE STRATOU
Consulting Architects:
Structural Engineers:
Fabricators:
Programming & Visualization:

	
  

COTERA + REED ARCHITECTS
MJ STRUCTURES
ZAHNER
ARCHITECTS + VISUALIZERS

To view the Presentation Videos online please go to the following Links:
AUSTIN’S AIRTHGATES (PASSWORD: AIRTHGATES):
https://vimeo.com/user14438351/review/113815564/24f0932765
AIRTHGATES ARCH ROTATION (PASSWORD: AIRTHGATE_ANIMATION):
https://vimeo.com/user14438351/review/113816389/ef620cf040

